
 
GREENSIDE FILM FACTORY 

Y5 - Who am I? 
Who, Where, Why? 
Me and the World  

  
STAR Day Planning: Summer 2 - 2019 Y5 Class Teacher: Stephanie Duncan 
 
Class Film Text:   Hairspray                                        Class Book/ Text: Brown Girl Dreaming 

 
WEEK 1 THEME/ Hook: 1960’s Baltimore 
Monday 3rd June - Wednesday 5th June 
Learning Experiences: 
Immersion in the text/genre. We will introduce our theme and ask our big 
questions about Hairspray. 
Knowledge Harvest – what do we know already? 
Big questions for our display – what do we want to find out? 
We will watch the film and pick out the main themes and ideas that we notice. 
We will make creative items for our class display based on the film during the 
afternoon. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How is music used in this film? How does music convey the action? How can 
you distinguish between the action on screen and the music? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
This week students will explore the history of Baltimore in the 1960’s. We will 
focus on topics of racial inequality and segregation during this time. Students will 
write a persuasive letter to the Corny Collins Show arguing for the inclusion of 
ethnically diverse individuals.  
We will also analyse some music used leading up to different scenes in the film 
via sound on, vision off. Students will think about how the music makes us feel, 
what the sound tells us about the story, and explain why sometimes music 
changes. We will draw images and write pieces to go along with the sound.  
 
(Tracey and Penny on their way home to watch The Corny Collins Show, Link 
and Tracey entering detention, Velma telling her daughter she will take care of 
everything, I know where I have been, Tracey running away from police etc) 
 
GPS: Asking questions, writing statements, exclamations and commands. 
 

Skills: 

 
Reading Tree Skills: (Ongoing selection through the half term) 
● continuing to read and discuss an increasingly wide range of books 
● reading books that are structured in different ways and reading for a range of 

purposes 
● increasing their familiarity with a wide range of books 
● recommending books that they have read to their peers, giving reasons for their 

choices 
● identifying and discussing themes and conventions in and across a wide range of 

writing 
● making comparisons within and across books 
● learning a wider range of poetry by heart 
● preparing poems and plays to read aloud and to perform, showing understanding 

through intonation, tone and volume so that the meaning is clear to an audience 
● understand what they read by: 

o checking that the book makes sense to them, discussing their understanding 
and exploring the meaning of words in context 

o asking questions to improve their understanding 
o drawing inferences such as inferring characters’ feelings, thoughts and 

motives from their actions, and justifying inferences with evidence 
o predicting what might happen from details stated and implied 
o summarizing the main ideas drawn from more than one paragraph, identifying 

key details that support the main ideas 



Reading Tree: We will introduce our class book. 
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM:  
This week we will explore and consolidate topics under Place Value; negative 
numbers, rounding, ordering and decimals via our hook for this week, Baltimore 
in the 1960’s. 
Students will interpret negative numbers, solve decimal problems, round 
numbers up to 1,000,000, as well as read, write, order and compare numbers to 
at least 1000000 in the context of New York City style in the 1960’s and the 
main set of the film, The Corny Collins Show. 
We will also analyse a variety of different skyline paintings exploring technique, 
colour mixing and style. From this we will paint our own New York City skyline at 
night.  
 
CHALLENGE: This week's Maths challenge will look at solving multi-step word 
problems involving decimals and negative numbers. 
 
Arithmetic Focus:  Multiplying and Dividing by 10’s, 100’s, and 1000’s 
 

 
 
 
 

o identifying how language, structure and presentation contribute to meaning 
● discuss and evaluate how authors use language, including figurative language, 

considering the impact on the reader 
● distinguish between statements of fact and opinion 
● retrieve, record and present information from non-fiction 
● participate in discussions about books that are read to them and those they can read 

for themselves, building on their own and others’ ideas and challenging views 
courteously 

● explain and discuss their understanding of what they have read, including through 
formal presentations and debates, maintaining a focus on the topic and using notes 
where necessary provide reasoned justifications for their views 

● use a variety of  statements, questions, exclamations and commands 
● Read, write, order and compare numbers to at least 1000000 and determine the value 

of each digit 
● Count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of 10 for any given number up to 

1000000. 
● Interpret negative numbers in context, count forwards and backwards with positive 

and negative whole numbers including through zero. 
● Round any number up to 1000000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10000 and 100000  
● Solve number problems and practical problems that involve all of the above. 
● Be able to suggest ways of improving own work 
●  Be able to comment on works of art 
●  Be able to choose materials and techniques which are appropriate for their   task 
●  Be able to talk about works of art, giving reasons for their opinions 
●  Be able to communicate through visual and tactile forms 

Friday 6th June 
Learning Experiences:  
 
Friday Big Write: Diary Entry from the perspective of Tracy Turnblad on The 
Corny Collins Show and racial inclusion. 
  
Messy Maths: Place Value: negative numbers, rounding, ordering and 
decimals. 
 
PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)  

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings 

in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● selecting appropriate grammar and vocabulary, understanding how such choices can 

change and enhance meaning 
● use a variety of  statements, exclamations and rhyming. 



Students will learn the rules of cricket, position and tactics. ● Read, write, order and compare numbers to at least 1000000 and determine the value 
of each digit 

● Count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of 10 for any given number up to 
1000000. 

● Interpret negative numbers in context, count forwards and backwards with positive 
and negative whole numbers including through zero. 

● Round any number up to 1000000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10000 and 100000  
● Solve number problems and practical problems that involve all of the above. 
● Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to 

achieve their personal best.  
● Gain knowledge on position, how to hold, hit, throw and catch a cricket balll, tactics for 

moving around and rules of the sport. 
 

 
 

WEEK 2 THEME/ Hook: The Corny Collins Show Planning 
Monday 10th June– Wednesday 12th June 
Learning Experiences:  
In 1962, Tracy Turnbald is a “pleasantly plump” highschool student living in 
Baltimore. Along with her best friend, Penny Pingleton, Tracy frequently 
watches, The Corny Collins Show, a local teen dance television show. The 
teenagers that dance on the show attend Tracy and Penny’s high school. 
Amber’s mother, Velma, manages the station WYZT, ensuring that Amber is 
prominently featured. Corny Collins and the dancers on the show are white, and 
Velma only alllows African- American dancers on the show once a month on 
“Negro Day”. As Tracy Turnbald pursues stardom as a dancer on this local TV 
show she rallies against racial segregation and challenges the perception of 
pleasantly plump women as dancers. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions  
What were the perceptions of women in Baltimore in the 1960’s and what are 
they now in 2019? How were people of divergent races treated in the 1960’s as 
opposed to now? Do we still see racial segregation in 2019? 
What makes Tracy Turnblad an inspiring heroine? How can we be heroes and 
heroines in the world of 2019? What would the world be like without the heroes 
and heroines of the past? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
This week students will explore a variety of inspirational characters that have 
stood up for the rights of women and racial groups. We will discuss why these 
individuals are so important and what the world would be like without them. We 
will also consider the perception and expectations of women in Baltimore in the 
1960’s. Students will write biographies on one of these individuals that has 
inspired them.  

Skills:

 
 
  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● how to organise paragraphs around a theme 
● using simple organisational devices [for example, headings and subheadings]  
● retrieving and recording information/identify key details from the text. 
● reading skills also as outlined above 
● Using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time and cause (when, so, 

before, after, while, because). 
● Devices to build cohesion within a paragraph [for example, then, after that, this, firstly] 

Linking ideas across paragraphs using adverbials of time [for example, later], place 
[for example, nearby] and number [for example, secondly] or tense choices [for 
example, he had seen her before]  

● Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers (column method) 
● Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits, including using formal 

written methods (columnar addition and subtraction) 
● Use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a 

problem, levels of accuracy.  



We will also do some soundscaping where students will be given the story of 
oppression to empowerment and students will create the sound to go with it on 
soundtrap. 
 
GPS: Using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time and cause 
(when, so, before, after, while, because). 
 
Reading Tree: comprehension based on a section of the text with a focus on 
reading domain 2e – making predictions 
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM:  
In Maths this week we will continue to explore and consolidate topics under 
Place Value and Measurement via the set of The Corny Collins Show. Students 
will solve problems with column method addition and subtraction via our 
planning for a Year 5 inspired episode of the Corny Collins show. We will also 
develop tactics to help us solve challenging multi-step problems.  
 
Students will be introduced to our STEM project this half term; to create the next 
episode on The Corny Collins Show. We will work on set design, costume 
design, dance choreography, music/singing, event planning, and advertising 
over the next five weeks and perform our creation in Week 7. 
 
CHALLENGE: This week's Maths challenge will look at solving multi-step word 
problems involving the addition and subtraction of large numbers. We will look at 
the language used to decipher step-by- step what the question is asking us to do 
and how to achieve full marks. 
 
Arithmetic Focus: Inverse Decimal Equations. 
 

● Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts deciding which 
operations and methods to use and why. 

● Learn to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, 
painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, 
clay]  

● perform dances using a range of movement patterns 
● listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 
● appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music 

drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians 
● play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing 

musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression 
improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related 
dimensions of music. 

Friday 14th June - Sports Day 
Big Write: Diary Entry from the perspective of Seaweed J. Stubbs on The Corny 
Collins Show and racial inclusion. 
 
Messy Maths: Place Value; column method addition and subtraction and multi 
step problem solving.  

● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 
and using other similar writing as models for their own 

● Using conjunctions, adverbs and prepositions to express time and cause (when, so, 
before, after, while, because). 

● Devices to build cohesion within a paragraph [for example, then, after that, this, firstly] 
Linking ideas across paragraphs using adverbials of time [for example, later], place 
[for example, nearby] and number [for example, secondly] or tense choices [for 
example, he had seen her before]  

● Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers (column method) 
● Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits, including using formal 

written methods (columnar addition and subtraction) 
● Use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a 

problem, levels of accuracy.  



● Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts deciding which 
operations and methods to use and why. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

WEEK 3 THEME/ Hook: Set and Costume Designs (CPD Days Thursday and Friday) 
Tuesday  17th June  – Wednesday 19th June 
Learning Experiences:  
The Corny Collins Show is a local teen dance television show on the station 
WYZT in Baltimore 1962. Set and costume designs will be the focus of our 
learning this week. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How do we foster ambition and determination to achieve our dreams and goals? 
How are individuals characters displayed in scripts? How do we maintain our 
characters and beliefs when they do not align with common thoughts or beliefs?  
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
This week students will explore the script of the TV series, The Corny Collins 
Show. From this exploration, students will create their own scripts for the next 
episode. We will consider the language used at the time the Corny Collins Show 
was filmed and how this language would differ when filmed in present times. 
Students will also consider how individuals characters are expressed and 
displayed through scripts. We will also engage in roll on the wall to explore 
inside character outlines (what they think and feel) vs outside character outline 
(what you see/hear them doing and what other people think of them). 
 
GPS: Speech Marks and techniques in using speech in our writing. 
 
Reading Tree:  comprehension based on a section of the text with a focus on 
reading domain 2d – make inferences from the text, explain and justify evidence 
from the text.  
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM:  
In Maths this week we will continue to explore and consolidate topics under 
Place Value. Via the set and costume design of the Corny Collins Show, S 
students will solve problems with long multiplication and bus stop division . We 
will also develop tactics to help us solve challenging multi-step problems.  

Skills: 

 
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings 

in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● make inferences from the text, explain and justify evidence from the text.  
● other reading skills as above 
● Multiply and divide numbers mentally drawing upon known facts 
● Multiply and divide whole numbers by 10, 100 and 1000.  
● Multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one or two digit number using a formal written 

method, including long multiplication for 2 digit numbers. 
● Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one digit number using the formal written method 

of short division and interpret remainders appropriately for the context.  
● Solve problems involving multiplication and division including using their knowledge of 

factors and multiples, squares and cubes.  
● Properties and Changes of Materials: compare and group together everyday materials 

on the basis of their properties, including their hardness, solubility, transparency, 
conductivity (electrical and thermal), and response to magnets. 

● Be able to suggest ways of improving own work 
● Be able to comment on works of art 
●  Be able to choose materials and techniques which are appropriate for their task 
●  Be able to talk about works of art, giving reasons for their opinions 
●  Be able to communicate through visual and tactile forms 



 
Students will continue work on our half term STEM project; to create the next 
episode on The Corny Collins Show. We will work on set design, costume 
design, dance choreography, music/singing, event planning, and advertising. 
This week we will focus on the set and costume design. Students will compare 
and group together everyday materials on the basis of their properties. From this 
we will decide what materials to use for the set and costumes of the final 
episode of The Corny Collins Show. 
 
Students will sketch their designs on isometric paper that we will build and 
create next week. 
 
CHALLENGE: This week’s Maths challenge will look at solving multi-step word 
problems involving multiplication and division of large numbers. We will look at 
the language used to decipher step-by-step what the question is asking us to do 
and how to achieve full marks. 
 
Arithmetic Focus: Addition and Subtraction of numbers up to 1,000,000 
(partitioning techniques) 

● Learn to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, 
painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, 
clay]  

● perform dances using a range of movement patterns 
● listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 
● appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music 

drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians 
● play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing 

musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression 
improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related 
dimensions of music. 

 
  
 
WEEK 4 THEME/ Hook: Music, Set and Costume Creations 
Monday 24th June – Wednesday 26th June 



Learning Experiences:  
Building a set, creating costumes and music. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How does the music we create align with our lyrics and dance moves?How can 
we convey feeling and emotion through words, sounds and movement?  
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
This week Year 5 students will write lyrics and create music that will be included 
in our episode on the Corny Collins Show. We will consider techniques used in 
writing poems such as onomatopoeia, alliteration, rhyming, metaphors and 
smilies. We will analyse the upbeat and vibrant music in Hairspray to create our 
own music with soundtrap.  
 
GPS: Onomatopoeia, Alliteration, Rhyming. 
 
Reading Tree: Domain 2g - identify/explain how meaning is enhanced through 
choice of words/phrases. 
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM: 
In Maths this week we will be exploring Fractions; adding and subtracting, mixed 
numbers and improper fractions via the event planning of our live filmed 
performance of the next episode in The Corny Collins Show. Students will mix 
fractions of materials to create solutions. We will investigate what materials will 
dissolve in liquid to form a solution and describe how to recover some 
substances from a solution through filtering, sieving and evaporating. The result 
will be a variety of drinks that will be served in the final week at our live 
performance. 
 
Students will continue work on our half term STEM project; to create the next 
episode on The Corny Collins Show. This week we will focus on creating items 
for our set and making costumes.  
Groups will also work on dance choreography and practice, music/singing, event 
planning, and advertising throughout the week. 
 
CHALLENGE: This week's Maths challenge will look at solving multi-step word 
problems involving the addition and subtraction of fractions. We will focus on 
understanding the language in divergent word problems as a means to decipher 
what steps we need to show to achieve full marks. 
 
Arithmetic Focus: Multiply and divide by 10/100/1000 

Skills: 

 
  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● in writing narratives, considering how authors have developed characters and settings 

in what students have read, listened to or seen performed 
● Use techniques for creating poems: onomatopoeia, alliteration, rhyming, metaphors 

and similes. 
● Recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and convert from one form to the 

other and write mathematical statements >1 as a mixed number. 
● Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are 

multiples of the same number. 
● Be able to suggest ways of improving own work 
● Be able to comment on works of art 
●  Be able to choose materials and techniques which are appropriate for their task 
●  Be able to talk about works of art, giving reasons for their opinions 
●  Be able to communicate through visual and tactile forms 
●  Properties and Changes of Materials:Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid 

to form a solution, and describe how to recover a substance from a solution. Yse 
knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might be separated, 
including through filtering, sieving and evaporating. 

● Learn to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, 
painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, 
clay]  

● perform dances using a range of movement patterns 
● listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 
● appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music 

drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians 
● play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing 

musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression 
improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related 
dimensions of music. 

Friday 28th June 
Learning Experiences: 
 

Skills:  



Big Write: Diary Entry from the perspective of Velma Von Tussle on The Corny 
Collins Show and racial inclusion.. 
 
Messy Maths: Mixed Numbers, Improper Fractions, Adding and Subtracting 
Fractions. 
 
PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)  
We will begin with a warm up run, side shuffles, butt kicks and high knees. We 
will then do a stretch together (emphasis on the muscle groups we will be using 
in our session and how we can stretch those muscles out as well as the 
importance of this for athletes). After our stretch we will do a short cardio boost 
to warm our bodies up (Jumping jacks, star jumps, burpees, squat jumps, angle 
two footed jumps etc) 
 
Students will then rotate between three drill groups: 
1. Overhand throwing and catching with a partner. 
2. Underhand throwing and ground balls. 
3. Batting practice. 
 
To finish off our PE session we will play a match. 

● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 
and using other similar writing as models for their own 

● noting and developing initial ideas, drawing on reading and research where necessary 
● Use techniques for creating poems: onomatopoeia, alliteration, rhyming, metaphors 

and similes. 
● Recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and convert from one form to the 

other and write mathematical statements >1 as a mixed number. 
● Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are 

multiples of the same number. 
● Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to 

achieve their personal best. Building on athletic skills based around running, throwing 
and jumping. 

● Use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination 

 

 
WEEK 5 THEME/ Hook: Advertisement &  Pira/ Puma Test Week 
Monday 1st July – Wednesday 3rd July 
Learning Experiences:  
Advertisement and Event Planning. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How can we convey a message through a dialogue commercial without outright 
saying it? How do we differentiate between what is real and not? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making: 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
This week students will explore commercial scripts. From this exploration, 
students will create their own scripts for a commercial advertising The Corny 
Collins Show. We will consider what language we might use to inform and 
persuade viewers to tune into the Corny Collins Show.  
 
GPS: Persuasive Language: Rhetorical Questions, Repetition and Slogans. 
 
Reading Tree: Pira/ Puma Test (Y1,3,4,5) 
 DC6 Preparation: How to write a full mark answer.  
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM: Maths Testing 
In Maths this week students will review Maths Mastery for Gap coverage and 
preparation for DC6 testing. Students will focus on applying skills we have 

Skills: 

 
● Identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● Using persuasive language to advertise : Rhetorical Questions, Repetition and 

Slogans.  
● Using speech marks appropriately. 
● Read and write decimal numbers as fractions  
● Solve problems involving multiplication and division, including scaling by simple 

fractions and problems involving simple rates. 
● Round decimals with two decimal places to the nearest whole number and to one 

decimal place 
● Recognise and use thousandths and relate them to tenths, hundredths and decimal 

equivalents. 
● Read, write, order and compare numbers with up to three decimal places. 



consolidated this half term in multistep word problems using addition/ 
subtraction/ multiplication and division. Students will also use decimals and 
money to solve problems involving the budget and revenue for our Year 5 
inspired episode of the Corny Collins show. We will build tactics to help us solve 
challenging multi-step problems.  
 
Students will continue work on our half term STEM project; to create the next 
episode on The Corny Collins Show. We will finish set design, costume design, 
dance choreography, music/singing, event planning, and advertising. 
 
Arithmetic Focus: Pira/ Puma Tests 
Adding, Subtracting and Multiplying Fractions 
 

● Recognise the percent symbol (%) and understand that percent relates to ‘number of 
parts per hundred’, and write percentages as a fraction with denominator 100, and as 
a decimal.  

● Solve problems which require knowing percentage and decimal equivalents of 1/ 2 , 1 
/4 , 1/ 5 , 2/ 5 , 4/ 5 and those fractions with a denominator of a multiple of 10 or 25  

● Convert between different units of metric measure (for example, km and m; cm and 
m; cm and mm; g and kg; l and ml)  

● Understand and use approximate equivalences between metric units and common 
imperial units such as inches, pounds and pints. 

● Be able to suggest ways of improving own work 
● Be able to comment on works of art 
● Be able to choose materials and techniques which are appropriate for their task 
● Be able to talk about works of art, giving reasons for their opinions 
● Be able to communicate through visual and tactile forms 
● Properties and Changes of Materials:demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and 

changes of state are reversible changes. Explain that some changes result in the 
formation of new materials, and that this kind of change is not actually reversible. 

● Learn to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, 
painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, 
clay]  

● perform dances using a range of movement patterns 
● listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 
● appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music 

drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians 
● play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing 

musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression 
improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related 
dimensions of music. 

 
Friday 5th July 
Learning Experiences: 
 
Big Write: Recipe for success. How can we be heroes or heroines of the future? 
 
Messy Maths: Decimals, Money and Multistep problems. 
 
PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)  
We will begin with a warm up run, side shuffles, butt kicks and high knees. We 
will then do a stretch together (emphasis on the muscle groups we will be using 
in our session and how we can stretch those muscles out as well as the 
importance of this for athletes). After our stretch we will do a short cardio boost 
to warm our bodies up (Jumping jacks, star jumps, burpees, squat jumps, angle 
two footed jumps etc) 
 

Skills:  
● Knowledge of components of recipe. 
● Writing techniques such a listing and direction writing. 
● Read and write decimal numbers as fractions  
● Solve problems involving multiplication and division, including scaling by simple 

fractions and problems involving simple rates. 
● Round decimals with two decimal places to the nearest whole number and to one 

decimal place 
● Recognise and use thousandths and relate them to tenths, hundredths and decimal 

equivalents. 
● Read, write, order and compare numbers with up to three decimal places. 
● Recognise the percent symbol (%) and understand that percent relates to ‘number of 

parts per hundred’, and write percentages as a fraction with denominator 100, and as 
a decimal.  



Students will then rotate between three drill groups: 
1. Overhand throwing and catching with a partner. 
2. Underhand throwing and ground balls. 
3. Batting practice. 
 
To finish off our PE session we will play a match. 

● Solve problems which require knowing percentage and decimal equivalents of 1/ 2 , 1 
/4 , 1/ 5 , 2/ 5 , 4/ 5 and those fractions with a denominator of a multiple of 10 or 25  

● Convert between different units of metric measure (for example, km and m; cm and 
m; cm and mm; g and kg; l and ml)  

● Understand and use approximate equivalences between metric units and common 
imperial units such as inches, pounds and pints. 

● Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to 
achieve their personal best. Building on athletic skills based around running, throwing 
and jumping. 

● Use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination 

 
 
 
WEEK 6 THEME/ Hook: Advertisement/ DC6  
Monday 8th July – Wednesday 10th July 



Learning Experiences:  
In the days leading up to filming of the Year 5 inspired episode of the Corny 
Collins Show, students will add finishing touches to projects they have worked 
on over the term. This week we will travel to the park to practice and perform our 
episode of The Corny Collins Show. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
How can we make our work bigger and better? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
This week students will finish up their commercial scripts from last week. In pairs 
students will edit and revise each other work before filming their final 
commercials on i-movie. Once finished Students will also create billboards 
advertising this final episode. Students will use Persuasive Language: Rhetorical 
Questions, Repetition and Slogans. Students will create short commercials with 
5 props, 4 people, 3 different shots, 2 mins max, 1 slogan. 
 
GPS: DC6 
Review persuasive language. 
Learn techniques for revising and editing our work. 
 
Reading Tree: DC6 Testing. 
Domain 2e – predict what might happen from details stated and implied.  
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM:  
In Maths this week students will finish up our work on fractions as we explore 
writing decimal numbers and percentages as fractions. We will also consolidate 
our knowledge of measurement in terms of unit conversion, volume and capacity 
and ratio via our planning for a Year 5 inspired episode of the Corny Collins 
show. We will dissolve, mix and change the state of different materials to 
investigate what mixtures are reversible and irreversible. Students will explore 
this through following the directions of a variety of recipes that will help us 
distinguish between reversible and irreversible changes. These creations will be 
served in the final week at our live performance. 
  
Students will continue work on our half term STEM project; to create the next 
episode on The Corny Collins Show. We will work on set design, costume 
design, dance choreography, music/singing, event planning, and advertising. 
 
CHALLENGE: This week's Maths challenge will look at solving multi-step word 
problems involving conversion of decimals and percentages to fractions and vice 
versa. We will focus on understanding the language in divergent word problems 
as a means to decipher what steps we need to show to achieve full marks. 
 
Arithmetic Focus: Doubling and halving odd numbers. 

Skills: 

 
  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● Using persuasive language to advertise : Rhetorical Questions, Repetition and 

Slogans.  
● Using speech marks appropriately. 
● assessing the effectiveness of their own and others’ writing and suggesting 

improvements 
● Round decimals with two decimal places to the nearest whole number and to one 

decimal place 
● Recognise and use thousandths and relate them to tenths, hundredths and decimal 

equivalents. 
● Read, write, order and compare numbers with up to three decimal places. 
● Learn to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, 

painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, 
clay]  

● perform dances using a range of movement patterns 
● listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 
● appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music 

drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians 
● play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing 

musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression 
improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related 
dimensions of music. 



Friday 12th July 
Learning Experiences: 
 
Big Write: Letter to ourselves in the future. 
 
Messy Maths: Fractions (decimals and percentages) & Measurement 
(conversion, volume and capacity, ratio) 
 
PE/ Sports: (Activities, key skills / techniques)  
We will begin with a warm up run, side shuffles, butt kicks and high knees. We 
will then do a stretch together (emphasis on the muscle groups we will be using 
in our session and how we can stretch those muscles out as well as the 
importance of this for athletes). After our stretch we will do a short cardio boost 
to warm our bodies up (Jumping jacks, star jumps, burpees, squat jumps, angle 
two footed jumps etc) 
 
Students will then rotate between three drill groups: 
1. Overhand throwing and catching with a partner. 
2. Underhand throwing and ground balls. 
3. Batting practice. 
 
To finish off our PE session we will play a match. 

Skills:  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● Writing in first person. 
● Round decimals with two decimal places to the nearest whole number and to one 

decimal place 
● Recognise and use thousandths and relate them to tenths, hundredths and decimal 

equivalents. 
● Read, write, order and compare numbers with up to three decimal places. 
● Compare their performances with previous ones and demonstrate improvement to 

achieve their personal best. Building on athletic skills based around running, throwing 
and jumping. 

● Use running, jumping, throwing and catching in isolation and in combination 

 

 
WEEK 7 THEME/ Hook: Lights, Camera, Action/ Festival & Celebration Week 
Monday 15th July – Friday 19th July 



Learning Experiences:   
Final touches and filming. Preparation for our big performance.  
Monday 15th July will be our Crew Festival Day. 
 
World Thinking: Big, Critical Curious Questions 
What ways can we cope with the anxiety and pressure of performing in front of 
an audience? How do we dream big? How do we make dreams come true? 
 
Learning about & through Film: Film Analysis/ Film Making 
 
English: (Including any experiences for inspiration) 
This week students will explore the American civil rights activist, Martin Luther 
King Jr., public speech during the March on Washington for Jobs and Freedom 
on August 28th 1963. This speech demanded racial justice towards the 
mistreated black community of America. We will use this as inspiration to write 
our very own ‘I have a dream’ speeches. 
 
GPS: Repetition, short sentences to get a point across, grouping of ideas. 
 
Reading Tree: In this session we will review our results from DC6, creating 
perfect answers, identifying where points have been dropped and the types of 
questions that students are finding challenging. 
 
Maths in the Movies / STEM: 
This week students will perform and film the final episode of The Corny Collins 
Show. We will use our knowledge of fractions, decimals and percentages, 
volume and capacity, ratio, conversions between units, materials that dissolve in 
liquid as well as reversible and irreversible changes in making beverages and 
treats for the viewing of the final episode.  
 
Arithmetic Focus: Gap coverage (Squaring, Cubing, Multiplication, Division, 
Fractions, Decimal Places, Addition and Subtraction). 
 

Skills: 

 
  
● identifying the audience for and purpose of the writing, selecting the appropriate form 

and using other similar writing as models for their own 
● techniques of speech writing: repetition, short sentences to get a point accross, 

grouping of ideas. 
● Read, write, order and compare numbers to at least 1000000 and determine the value 

of each digit 
● Count forwards or backwards in steps of powers of 10 for any given number up to 

1000000. 
● Interpret negative numbers in context, count forwards and backwards with positive 

and negative whole numbers including through zero. 
● Round any number up to 1000000 to the nearest 10, 100, 1000, 10000 and 100000  
● Solve number problems and practical problems that involve all of the above. 
● Add and subtract numbers mentally with increasingly large numbers (column method) 
● Add and subtract whole numbers with more than 4 digits, including using formal 

written methods (columnar addition and subtraction) 
● Use rounding to check answers to calculations and determine, in the context of a 

problem, levels of accuracy.  
● Solve addition and subtraction multi-step problems in contexts deciding which 

operations and methods to use and why. 
● Multiply and divide numbers mentally drawing upon known facts 
● Multiply and divide whole numbers by 10, 100 and 1000.  
● Multiply numbers up to 4 digits by a one or two digit number using a formal written 

method, including long multiplication for 2 digit numbers. 
● Divide numbers up to 4 digits by a one digit number using the formal written method 

of short division and interpret remainders appropriately for the context.  
● Solve problems involving multiplication and division including using their knowledge of 

factors and multiples, squares and cubes.  
● Recognise mixed numbers and improper fractions and convert from one form to the 

other and write mathematical statements >1 as a mixed number. 
● Add and subtract fractions with the same denominator and denominators that are 

multiples of the same number. 
● Read and write decimal numbers as fractions  
● Solve problems involving multiplication and division, including scaling by simple 

fractions and problems involving simple rates. 



 

● Round decimals with two decimal places to the nearest whole number and to one 
decimal place 

● Recognise and use thousandths and relate them to tenths, hundredths and decimal 
equivalents. 

● Read, write, order and compare numbers with up to three decimal places. 
● Recognise the percent symbol (%) and understand that percent relates to ‘number of 

parts per hundred’, and write percentages as a fraction with denominator 100, and as 
a decimal.  

● Solve problems which require knowing percentage and decimal equivalents of 1/ 2 , 1 
/4 , 1/ 5 , 2/ 5 , 4/ 5 and those fractions with a denominator of a multiple of 10 or 25  

● Convert between different units of metric measure (for example, km and m; cm and 
m; cm and mm; g and kg; l and ml)  

● Understand and use approximate equivalences between metric units and common 
imperial units such as inches, pounds and pints. 

● Properties and Changes of Materials:demonstrate that dissolving, mixing and 
changes of state are reversible changes. Explain that some changes result in the 
formation of new materials, and that this kind of change is not actually reversible. 

●  Properties and Changes of Materials:Know that some materials will dissolve in liquid 
to form a solution, and describe how to recover a substance from a solution. Yse 
knowledge of solids, liquids and gases to decide how mixtures might be separated, 
including through filtering, sieving and evaporating. 

● Learn to improve their mastery of art and design techniques, including drawing, 
painting and sculpture with a range of materials [for example, pencil, charcoal, paint, 
clay]  

● perform dances using a range of movement patterns 
● listen with attention to detail and recall sounds with increasing aural memory 
● appreciate and understand a wide range of high-quality live and recorded music 

drawn from different traditions and from great composers and musicians 
● play and perform in solo and ensemble contexts, using their voices and playing 

musical instruments with increasing accuracy, fluency, control and expression 
improvise and compose music for a range of purposes using the inter-related 
dimensions of music. 

 

 

 
 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


